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learn rule-governed behaviour, does reinforcement provide a fully
adequate explanation of all that is going on in the process?
If such language is used, why not use a cognitive model that
makes such lapses unnecessary? The concept of “self-system” can
cover the phenomena with which Rachlin is concerned and much
else besides, and recent studies of the “self” (Baumeister 1999)
are generating an approach which is as hard-headed as teleologi
cal behaviourism. Rachlin uses the “self” only as “existing contin
gently in a series of temporal intervals during which behavior oc
curs in patterns” (sect. 4), a model that he suggests would imply
that people’s selves evolve and change. But of course they do. It is
well established that the “self ” (in the sense of a self-description)
changes with age and context (Harter 1998; McGuire & McGuire
1988). Rachlin seems unaware of recent developments in this
field.
Self-descriptions include references to moral precepts (“I try to
be honest”). It is a not unreasonable suggestion that what we de
scribe as “conscience” involves comparison between past, present,
or intended action and the moral code incorporated in the selfsystem (Hinde 2002). This is not incompatible with Rachlin’s de
scription of altruism – “What is highly valued is a temporarily ex
tended pattern of acts into which the particular act fits” (sect. 1.2).
Even Rachlin postulates a “coherent sense of self” for the main
tenance of altruism. This is entirely in keeping with the results of
studies of extraordinary individuals who served as exemplars to
many. Such individuals had great certainty about the decisions
they made, as though morality were completely integrated into the
self-system and altruistic actions involved no conflict with other
personal motivations (Colby & Damon 1995; Youniss & Yates
1999). Indeed, studies of personal relationships in the context of
exchange theory suggest that being overbenefited as well as being
underbenefited can provoke compensatory behaviour (e.g., Prins
et al. 1993). If this is confirmed, it indicates that not only a moral
code but a social contract is incorporated in the self-system.
How are moral issues incorporated? Young infants show a great
deal of proto-prosocial behaviour – sharing, caregiving, showing
sympathy, and so on (Rheingold & Hay 1980) – as well as selfish
or egocentric behaviour. Rachlin rejects the idea of an inherited
mechanism for altruism, but the evidence points to a predisposi
tion to learn to please caregivers. Developmental psychologists
have shown how prosocial tendencies are moulded through rela
tionships, especially those within the family, and thus come to
form part of self-descriptions (Turiel 1998). Yes, of course rein
forcement plays a part, but broad moral precepts, like “You should
protect others from danger,” may be incorporated even if the op
portunity to act on it has never occurred. There is no denying that
reinforcement may play some role in the genesis and maintenance
of (apparent) altruism. Minor altruistic acts often receive nods of
approval and may contribute to the actor’s status (see discussion
of meat-sharing by hunter-gatherers, Hawkes et al. 2001). And re
inforcement, if used in a strict Skinnerian sense, is a more hard
headed concept than the “self-system,” which still has fuzzy bor
ders. But reinforcement loses its edge if it is pushed beyond its
limits. The use of the “self-system” as something more than an in
tervening variable but perhaps not quite a hypothetical construct
(MacCorquodale & Meehl 1954) can embrace not only the be
haviour but also the experience of individuals.
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Abstract: Rachlin’s thought-provoking analysis could be strengthened by
greater openness to evolutionary interpretation and the use of the directed
attention concept as a component of self-control. His contribution to the
understanding of prosocial behavior would also benefit from abandoning
the traditional (and excessively restrictive) definition of altruism.

Discussions of altruism routinely exclude from consideration any
behavior from which the actor receives pleasure or other benefit.
That Rachlin adopts this traditional approach is understandable
but unfortunate. In a perceptive and inadequately appreciated
analysis, Wallach and Wallach (1983) point out that there are two
distinct meanings of self-interest (or, in their terms, “egoism”). In
their example, you can be motivated by helping someone because
you expect something in return or because “the other person’s re
lief from distress or the other person’s happiness is itself what you
want to achieve and what would make you happy” (p. 201). As they
point out, the two situations are equally self-interested only in the
most trivial sense. Yet it is this trivial sense that studies of altruism
call upon when they use the traditional definition, that is, that one
is acting against one’s self-interest. The result is that the enor
mously important topic of what motivates prosocial behavior tends
to be neglected in favor of a focus on special and atypical cases.
Even accepting this limitation, however, Rachlin’s argument is
flawed by his determination to eliminate the potential role of evo
lution as a component of altruism. This commitment harks back,
unfortunately, to an earlier era, when a then-dominant behaviorism
argued that the existence of a behaviorist explanation demonstrated
that all other explanations were irrelevant. This notion that an ex
planation at one level usurps the possibility of a useful explanation
at another level has been sufficiently pervasive to have received sev
eral colorful appellations, such as “nothingbutism” and MacKay’s
(1965) more elegant “fallacy of ‘nothing buttery’.” This way of think
ing is no more acceptable now than it was then; if indeed there is a
demonstrable role of habit in altruism, this in no way eliminates the
possibility that there is a role for evolution as well.
A particularly interesting component of Rachlin’s discussion is
his use of intrinsic motivation. It is also, however, a topic where a
bias against an evolutionary perspective is a serious handicap. His
interpretation of intrinsic motivation as arising from a string of
habits is less than convincing. The fascination with crossword and
jigsaw puzzles seems far more likely to be an expression of the hu
man inclination to solve problems, a tendency humans share with
nonhuman primates (Harlow 1953). The very widespread charac
ter of this motive strongly suggests its evolutionary origins.
Closely related is Rachlin’s argument that “most of us would in
deed choose to be heroes rather than cowards” (sect. 9, last para.).
His explanation for the origin of this motivation is not clear. A
fairly straightforward explanation arises from Campbell’s (1975)
suggestion that humans innately have both self-interested and
social motivations, and Goldschmidt’s (1990) impressively docu
mented argument that the inclination to work for the respect of
one’s fellows is a central component of human nature. In fact,
much prosocial behavior may well be traceable to the way in which
cultures use respect as a reward for such behavior. This also pro
vides a nice example of the way in which an innate inclination
could provide the leverage for a great deal of learning. Far from
being in conflict with an explanation based on learning, the evo
lutionarily based motivation would be what makes the learning
possible.
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Rachlin is undoubtedly correct in his assertion that self-control
is learned. However, his analysis would be strengthened by in
cluding the role of inhibition in managing our behavior. Inhibition
is essential to self-control. Without the ability to inhibit the effect
of the immediate environment, long-term goals cannot possibly
affect present behavior. If people were unable to inhibit any stim
uli, essentially forced to attend and respond to every next thing
that the environment presented, then contemplation, recollec
tion, and behavioral continuity, necessary for all of Rachlin’s ex
amples, would be unattainable.
Rachlin supposes that self-control is accomplished by an innate
learning mechanism. Yet such a mechanism would be unable to
inhibit immediate stimuli so as to allow a longer-term pattern to
come into play. The mechanism of self-control involves more than
just learning habits; there is also the need to direct one’s attention.
Directed attention (Kaplan 1995; Mesuluam 1985) is useful in
dealing with just the sorts of short-term versus long-term behav
ioral choices that Rachlin sets up: inhibiting the power of the im
mediate environment so as to allow consideration of less salient
but nonetheless valued patterns. Directed attention allows for a
variety of prosocial behaviors (e.g., pursuit of an important social
goal despite interesting competition in the immediate setting,
helping others despite unmet personal needs, and resisting temp
tation to maintain devotion to a larger pattern).
A re-analysis of Rachlin’s examples offers some insight on the
role of inhibition. The example of a woman entering a burning
building is ambiguous because many of the stimuli present (e.g.,
onlookers screaming that someone is trapped, a child’s scream for
help) are both involuntarily fascinating (James 1892) and con
ceivably capable of prompting a short-term pattern (e.g., entering
the building) that is closely linked with the longer-term pattern of
prosocial behavior. The behavior of a recovering alcoholic better
demonstrates the enormous adaptive advantage offered by inhi
bition. Here the environmental stimuli conspire mightily against
sobriety. Yet, the recovering alcoholic’s self-control is only possi
ble because of the ability to hold the immediate environment at
bay and the insertion of cognition between stimulus and response.
The desire not to have to use self-control is a most interesting
and useful contribution which fits well with the recent work
showing that directed attention is a scarce and labile resource.
When under continual demand, our ability to direct our inhibitory
process tires, resulting in a condition called directed attention fa
tigue (DAF). This condition reduces mental effectiveness and
makes consideration of abstract long-term goals difficult. A num
ber of symptoms are commonly attributed to this fatigue: irri
tability and impulsivity that results in regrettable choices, impa
tience that has us making ill-formed decisions, and distractibility
that allows the immediate environment to have a magnified affect
on our behavioral choices. The symptoms of DAF can be summa
rized as a reduced ability to make and follow plans, and the in
ability to mentally restrain impulsive thought or action. In short,
DAF makes prosocial behavior at any temporal scale less likely.
We would thus like to commend Rachlin for his fascinating
treatment of the problem of long-term versus short-term inter
ests, for his focus on self-control (and its limitations), and his link
ing all this to prosocial behavior. At the same time, we would en
courage him to consider evolutionary perspectives less extreme
than those he has apparently been reading, and to explore the pos
sible role of directed attention as a useful tool in his further ex
ploration of the self-control concept.
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Abstract: Rachlin basically marshals three reasons behind his unconven
tional claim that altruism is a subcategory of self-control and that, hence,
the prisoner’s dilemma is the appropriate metaphor of altruism. I do not
find any of the three reasons convincing. Therefore, the prisoner’s di
lemma metaphor is unsuitable for explaining altruism.

Rachlin claims that altruism is a subcategory of self-control,
known also as the precommitment or weakness-of-will problem
(Elster 2000). I can surmise three separate reasons behind this un
conventional claim.
1. For Rachlin, self-control and altruism share one element,
namely, that a single action has no meaning. The action has to be
part of a pattern, which may be reinforced, to provide the context.
The context allows one to judge whether the action is self-control,
as when an alcoholic prefers soft drink over scotch, and whether
the action is altruism, as when we see a woman running into a
building on fire and emerging with a child that is unrelated to her
biologically. Rachlin calls his approach “teleological behaviorism”
and relates it to Aristotle’s concept of habit as motivated by final
causes. He characterizes it as “complex ambivalence” to show the
repetitiveness of the acts – in opposition to the work of Platt
(1973) and Messick and McClelland (1983). Context matters: The
alcoholic might have made his choice because his boss is watch
ing; the woman might have gone back into the building to salvage
her jewelry when she stumbled on the child.
I have three reasons to doubt the issue of pattern so emphasized
by Rachlin. First, Rachlin himself in many places mentions that al
truism is a single act that does not need to be reinforced – in the
woman-running-into-burning-building example, it’s possible she
might not exit alive from the burning building. He states that “an
altruistic act is defined as a choice of the t-length fraction of the
longer activity over the brief activity under Conditions 1, 2, and 3”
(target article, sect. 4). If so, it is a single act. Second, even if Rach
lin consistently defines altruism as a pattern like self-control, why
should the observation of a pattern of apparently series acts of al
truism or series acts of self-control make us sure that what we are
observing is altruism or self-control? It is possible that each time
one observes the woman doing what appears to be an altruistic act,
she has her own private reason; or each time one observes the al
coholic abstaining from scotch, he has his own reason. The con
sistency of the pattern does not make one more certain of the mo
tive – the desire of the actor to please the observer might be the
motive. So, if you are a behaviorist, the logical problem of deduc
ing the motive behind a pattern of acts is no less problematic than
deducing the motive in a single act. Therefore, why resort to the
idea of a pattern, when you have to end up asking the person any
how if she is an altruist or if he abstains from alcohol? To ask the
agent is fraught with problems – which do not go away with the
idea of a pattern. Third, even if the pattern idea is a crucial ele
ment for deciding on altruism and self-control, this hardly makes
them similar enough to justify the use of the same prisoner’s
dilemma (PD) metaphor for both. Bats and birds both fly. This
does not make the bat’s forelimbs wings. The sharing of the pat
tern feature at best suggests a heterologous metaphor – not a uni
ficational or even a homologous similarity to justify the use of the
same conceptual machinery (Khalil 2000).
2. Although Rachlin emphasizes the pattern issue, it is not the
only similarity he finds. He argues that the “particular components
of an altruistic pattern, like those of a self-controlled pattern, are
less valuable to the actor than are their immediate alternatives”
(sect. 4). That is, the alcoholic finds that one instance of absten
tion from scotch is less valuable than its immediate alternative
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learn it is genetic; if you show that a certain behavioral trait
is genetically determined I can always show that the ex
pression of that trait depends on the environment. Whether
the properties of a ripe red apple in my left hand are ge
netically or environmentally determined depends on what
I am holding in my right hand. If it’s an orange, then the ap
ple’s properties will seem genetic; if it’s another apple in my
right hand, say, a green, unripe one from the shady side of
the tree, then the apple’s properties will seem environmen
tally determined. To say that altruism may be learned is not
to say that “there is no genetic variance in propensity to
ward altruism” (Hartung, Zizzo), or “to eliminate the po
tential role of evolution” (Kaplan & De Young), or to be
“averse to considering the genetic basis of behavior” (Zen
tall), any more than the fact that calculus may be learned
means that there is no genetic variance in the ability to learn
calculus or that the role of evolution in our ability to learn
calculus has been eliminated. The fact that, in free choice
tests, a hungry rat spends more time in eating than in wheelrunning, and more time in wheel-running than in leverpressing, has two kinds of implications: one, the behavioral
implication that certain contingent relations among these
three activities will be found (e.g., wheel-running will rein
force lever-pressing but punish eating); another, that some
internal mechanism or mechanisms that are partly innate,
partly themselves learned, underlie the behavior. To say that
one implication is important does not deny that the other is
also important.
Krebs seems to believe that I was trying to say something
about how altruism evolved. But I did not even mean to say
that self-control came before altruism in the course of hu
man evolution; the reverse might well be true. A behavior
istic theory would be silent on how altruism was selected. I
did call the self-control mechanism an “innate learning
mechanism” but Premack’s (1969) reinforcement theory
would not distinguish such a mechanism from an evolved
strategy. All I intended to claim with respect to a common
mechanism is that in both cases, self-control and altruism,
evolution must select behavioral patterns rather than indi
vidual acts. Individual acts would be reinforced to the ex
tent that they formed part of a valuable pattern. Whatever
mechanism did this would be a “learning mechanism.”
Wilson & Miller accuse me of setting up a straw man in
claiming that biologists posit a specialized altruism mecha
nism. Then they proceed to make virtually the same claim,
only now it’s a “specialized form of learning.” I had pre
sumed that when Tooby and Cosmides (1992) compared
the supposed specialized mechanism to the eye they were
minimizing the contribution of learning. If I was wrong, I
apologize. If there were a specialized form of learning, as
Wilson & Miller claim, the question becomes, “What does
that specialized mechanism do?” If, as I claim, it organizes
low-valued particular acts into high-valued patterns, and if
we had one such mechanism for self-control and one for al
truism, then we would have two mechanisms doing the very
same thing. It seems to me that in the absence of physio
logical evidence for two such redundant mechanisms we
ought to assume that only one exists.
R6. Morality
Being from the Bronx, I certainly do not belong among
Hartung’s five known pure altruists. That leaves only four

remaining. Still, we should try to explain their behavior be
cause, on a lower level, altruism is a pattern in all of our
lives. The players of the prisoner’s dilemma game illustrated
in Figure 1 who anonymously chose Y are good examples.
When I was a Boy Scout I occasionally helped old ladies
across the street (I still do, although now I’m less disinter
ested). I did not do so in fear of hell or hope of heaven, as
Hartung and Levine would seem to require. Despite the
rhetoric, fear of hell and hope of heaven are not by them
selves good explanations of altruistic behavior. We still
would need to explain, in behavioral terms, how such fears
and hopes work. As I said in the target article, there is a dis
tinction to be made between altruism and morality. The be
havior of the firemen and the hijackers on September 11th
may have been equally altruistic but not, from our view
point, equally moral. Wagstaff cites cases where altruistic
acts turn out to be socially harmful: “The man who impul
sively sacrifices himself to help anyone, including gangsters
and tyrants, may be acting selflessly, but he is also a social
liability.” Correct. This was the point of my example in the
target article of the Nazi soldier sacrificing himself for his
unit. Wagstaff makes the point, implicit in Lacey’s com
mentary, that no account of altruism is complete without an
understanding of justice. Such an understanding would en
able us to distinguish more clearly between altruism and
morality. I agree.
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